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Q: The cylinder that is the same size as
the metallic sphere is what color?
A: Purple
Prog: select(sphere) filter(metallic)
samesize() filter(cylinder) querycolor()
(a) Long-tail Concept Distribution of Real Dataset

Q: What does the little boy in front of the
table hold?
A: Toothbrush
Prog: select(boy) filter(little)
relate_s(table, front) query_rel_o(hold)

(b) Unequal Importance of Reasoning Steps

Figure 1: Statistics and examples from the synthetic CLEVR dataset and the real GQA dataset. Compared to the synthetic
dataset, VQA on real data needs to deal with long-tail concept distribution and uneven importance of reasoning steps.

Abstract
While neural symbolic methods demonstrate impressive
performance in visual question answering on synthetic images, their performance suffers on real images. We identify that the long-tail distribution of visual concepts and unequal importance of reasoning steps in real data are the two
key obstacles that limit the models’ real-world potentials.
To address these challenges, we propose a new paradigm,
Calibrating Concepts and Operations (CCO), which enables neural symbolic models to capture underlying data
characteristics and to reason with hierarchical importance.
Specifically, we introduce an executor with learnable concept embedding magnitudes for handling distribution imbalance, and an operation calibrator for highlighting important operations and suppressing redundant ones.
Our experiments show CCO substantially boosts the performance of neural symbolic methods on real images. By
evaluating models on the real world dataset GQA, CCO
helps the neural symbolic method NSCL outperforms its
vanilla counterpart by 9.1% (from 47.0% to 56.1%); this result also largely reduces the performance gap between symbolic and non-symbolic methods. Additionally, we create a
perturbed test set for better understanding and analyzing
model performance on real images. Code is available at
https://github.com/Lizw14/CaliCO.git.

1. Introduction
Visual question answering (VQA) aims to develop a
model that can answer open-ended questions from images.
Currently, end-to-end methods, which directly make predictions over dense visual and textual features [37, 19], represent the most effective class of models for VQA. Nonetheless, such methods have been criticized for exploiting shortcuts (e.g., statistical dataset bias [1, 11], question prior [2]
or isolated text and image elements [25]) to answer questions; these shortcuts often make them unable to generalize
well on out-of-domain data.
In contrast, neural symbolic methods [5, 18, 38, 26] are
equipped with strong reasoning ability, enabling them to answer multi-hop and complex questions in a compositional
and transparent manner—they first parse each question into
a program with a series of reasoning steps, and then compose neural modules on the fly to execute the program on
the image. While symbolic methods achieve nearly perfect
performance on synthetic dataset, they perform poorly on
real-world datasets. For instance, neural symbolic concept
learner (NSCL) [26] achieves 98.9% accuracy on the synthetic CLEVR dataset [17], but only 47.0% accuracy on the
real-world GQA dataset [15]. Note the original NSCL cannot be directly applied to GQA; this 47.0% accuracy is obtained from our own re-implementation, where minimal but

necessary modifications are made (e.g., adding in same and
common modules), for making models runnable on GQA.
As summarized in Figure 1, we note there are two major differences between synthetic datasets and real-world
datasets. First, while visual concepts are well-balanced in
the synthetic datasets, they follow a long-tail distribution
in real-world datasets. For example, as shown in Figure
1(a), in GQA, common concepts like “man”, “window”,
“black”, “white” are far more frequent than uncommon
ones like “pink” and “eraser”, in both questions and answers. Second, unlike in synthetic data, the reasoning steps
on real data have varying importance, mainly because of
redundancy/over-specification in question description. For
example, as shown in Figure 1(b), in the question ”What is
the little boy doing?”, the noun (i.e., boy) itself is enough to
select the person being asked about while the adjective (i.e.,
little) only serves as a nuisance factor.
We identify that this mismatch of dataset characteristics
is the main obstacle for adapting neural symbolic methods
from synthetic datasets to real-world datasets. More concretely, we find that the original architecture designs of neural symbolic methods (which were designed/verified mainly
on synthetic datasets) are no longer suitable for the realworld setting. For examples, as shown in Section 3, even
simple operations like removing the normalization on concept embeddings or manually assigning larger weights to
less discriminative modules are effective to improve the performance of neural symbolic methods on real images.
To better cope with real images, we propose Calibrating Concepts and Operations (CCO), which enables neural
symbolic methods to explicitly learn weights for concept
embedding and reason with contextual module importance.
Specifically, CCO learns different concept embedding magnitudes for each execution module, and learns an operation
weight predictor to contextually predict weights for each
operation in the reasoning program. In this way, the model
will be able to handle unbalanced concept distributions and
to reason with varying operation importance.
Our empirical results show that CCO substantially
boosts the applicability of neural symbolic methods on real
images. For example, on the real-world GQA dataset,
CCO outperforms the baseline NSCL by a large margin
of 9.1% (from 47.0% to 56.1%). Moreover, the proposed
CCO method largely reduces the performance gap between
the symbolic method and the state-of-the-art non-symbolic
methods [32, 16] on real-world GQA dataset.
Additionally, based on the proposed operation weight
calibrator, we create a perturbed test set by progressively removing the operations with low weights from testing questions. Our purpose is to verify whether the learned operation
weights are able to highlight important operations and suppress redundant ones, and simultaneously to access the robustness of different models regarding this operation infor-

mation erasing. Our analysis reveals 1) GQA questions contain superfluous information by way of over-specification
and 2) the ability to effectively handle this extraneous information is crucial for models to improve performance. We
hope this perturbed test set will allow researchers to better
understand the compositionality of VQA questions and to
further improve symbolic reasoning over real images.

2. Related Work
Visual Question Answering (VQA) [6] requires an understanding of both visual and textual information. Pure deep
learning methods that based on convolution, LSTM and
attention have achieved good performance. For example,
Fukui et al. [10] used multimodal compact bilinear pooling
to combine visual and language features into a joint representation. Yang et al. [37] used stacked attention to refine
the attended image region relevant to the question. Kim
et al. [19] proposed bilinear attention network to learn attention between the two modalities with residual connections between multiple attention maps. Yang et al. [36] proposed a tiered relational reasoning method that dynamically
attends to visual objects based on textual instruction.
Visual reasoning. Prior work has suggested that above
mentioned VQA models may rely on dataset shortcuts and
priors to predict answer [1, 11, 2, 29, 7, 8]. Therefore,
recent efforts have focused more on visual reasoning with
complex compositional questions that requires multi-step
reasoning and true visual scene understanding. Johnson et
al. [17] propose CLEVR that requires reasoning over synthetic scenes with compositional questions automatically
generated using question templates. Hudson et al. [15] further constructed GQA, a dataset with real images and procedurally generated multi-step questions, for visual reasoning.
Attention is widely used in vision and language tasks, including image captioning [34, 23, 24, 22], visual question
answering [37, 19, 36], referring expressions [39, 35, 33].
It is shown effective in learning distinct importance of images in an image group, of sub-regions over an image or
of words in a sentence. Our work calibrates different concepts and operations, thus enabling the model to reason with
weighted concepts and contextual operation importance.
Neural symbolic methods. [42, 43, 41] show impressive
reasoning ability on abstract reasoning tasks like [40, 46].
For VQA, Andreas et al. [5] propose neural modular networks, which decompose a question into a functional program (reasoning steps) that can be executed by neural modules over the image. This method is further improved by executing the functional program explicitly [18, 27, 14, 16, 9]
or implicitly [13, 12], manipulating visual and textual features using convolution or dual attention. Specifically,
[38, 26, 21] propose a pure symbolic executor given pre-

parsed or learned explicit programs, and achieve state-ofthe-art performance on CLEVR. Relatedly, Amizadeh et
al. [3] propose a symbolic reasoner based on first order
logic to diagnose reasoning behavior of different models.
While symbolic methods provide interpretable programs,
their reasoning capacity on real data is still limited [15]. Our
work aims to reduce the performance gap between symbolic
and non-symbolic models on real data.

3. Motivation
In this section, we provide simple examples to demonstrate how the dataset differences (between the synthetic
CLEVR and the real GQA) affect the performance of neural symbolic methods. Interestingly, we find that the traditional design principles in neural symbolic methods, which
are usually obtained from synthetic datasets, may not be optimal for the real-world datasets.

3.1. Normalized Concept Embedding?
For neural symbolic methods, at each step of execution,
a similarity score between each object embedding and the
learned concept semantic embedding is computed to select
the target object that is being asked about (i.e., selecting the
object that is closest to the query concept) and to predict answers (i.e., selecting the concept that is closest to the target
object). By default, normalization is applied to both object
embedding and concept embedding.
Interestingly, on the real-world GQA, we find this default
strategy is not optimal; simply removing the normalization
on concept embedding yields substantially better performance (+3.4%). This phenomenon indicates that in addition to the angle alignment between object embedding and
concept embedding, the magnitude of concept embedding
is also informative for symbolic reasoning on real images.
We conjecture this is because the magnitude can represent the concept distribution, which is drastically different between synthetic datasets and real datasets. For example, while CLEVR contains only a relatively small and
perfectly-balanced set of concepts (i.e., 19 concepts including shapes, materials), real datasets deal with thousands of
concepts which are far more complex and follows a long-tail
distribution. We validate this hypothesis in Section 6—with
a learnable magnitude for each concept embedding, we find
its value is strongly correlated with concept frequency, i.e.,
more frequent concepts tend to have larger magnitudes.

3.2. Module Re-weighting
In addition to this long-tailed distribution, the reasoning
steps on real data are of varying importance during execution. For example, in most cases, the select(noun) module are more discriminative than the f ilter(attribute) or
the relate(relationship) operations, due to implicit entailment in natural language and over-specification of the ques-

Question: Is there a bag in this image that is not black?
Groundtruth: No
(1) Select(bag) scores:

[−7.0, −6.0, 2.1, −9.9]

(2) Filter(not black) scores:

3 light switch

[0.8, −0.7, −1.7, 2.1]

1 headboard
0 chair
2 bag

Merge: (1) + (2):
[−6.2, −5.3, 0.4, −7.8 ]

Exist?

With weight: (1) + 2*(2) Exist?
[−5.4, −4.6, −1.3, −5.7 ]

Answer: Yes
Answer: No

Figure 2: A failure case that can be corrected by reweighting the operations. The select(bag) operation overrides f ilter(not black), thus lead to incorrect answer. This
can be corrected by scaling up the result of f ilter operation.
tion (e.g., “little boy”, “trees below the sky”). Therefore
directly adapting symbolic methods to GQA will bias the
model towards putting more focus on learning discriminative operations while neglecting the rest, resulting in errors
on questions where all operations are important. For example, in Figure 2, the question asks for a bag that is not black;
but select(bag) operation produces large values, overriding
the f ilter(not black) step, leading to a “yes” answer, even
though the bag is not in the required color.
Surprisingly, in this example, if we simply magnify
the output of f ilter(not black) operation by a factor of
2, the f ilter operation then can successfully rule out the
black bag, thus correctly answering the question. This result suggests that, while many questions contain redundant
operations that the model tends to overlook, correctly reweighting the operations is crucial for symbolic reasoning
on real images.

4. Calibrating Concepts and Operations
Given the observations in Section 3, we next explore
designing more sophisticated algorithms for automatically
and effectively dealing with the complex characteristics of
real data (e.g., long-tailed distribution and unequal reasoning steps), for the purpose of increasing neural symbolic
methods’ real-world applicability.

4.1. Formulation
In symbolic reasoning, a parser first parses a question
Q =< ŵ1 , ..., ŵl > into a tree-structured functional program P . The program P consists a set of modules <
p1 , ..., pm > with dependency relationships between each
other. As the functional program is either a chain or a binary
tree, it can be linearized into sequence by pre-order traversal. Each operation p has its type pt (e.g., select, f ilter),
attribute pa (e.g., color, material) and concept pc (e.g.,
red, plastic). We denote the total number of module types,
attributes and concepts as nt , na , nc , respectively. Then execution modules are composed on the fly, based on this generated program P . The module outputs are merged based on
their dependency relationship and fed into the final module

to get the answer a.
For scene representation, we first obtain a set of feature
vectors vi ∈ Rd from the image I, with n objects detected
in the image. Specifically, the feature vector v can be either visual features obtained from Faster RCNN [30], or
the symbolic representation for each object (which can be
obtained by concatenating distributions over Nc object categories and Na attributes).

  \mathbf {e}_{i} &= \mathcal {M}_{attr} (\mathbf {v}_{i}) \\ \mathbf {e} &= \mathbf {d} \cdot [\mathbf {e}_{1}, \mathbf {e}_{2}, ..., \mathbf {e}_{N}] \\ \mathbf {a}_{j} &= \operatorname {sim} (\mathbf {e}, \mathbf {c}_{j}) \label {eq:sim2}
(6)
where the operation · refers to element-wise multiplication
between two vectors, and cj refers to the concept embedding of possible answers.

4.2. Basic Executor Architecture

4.3. Calibrating Concepts and Operations

Given the program P , the executor then executes it over
input scene representations v to get a reasoning answer a.
The basic executor principle follows the design in [26].
As shown in Figure 3, each module (except for the output module) produces a distribution d over N objects in the
image (d ∈ RN ), which are then merged based on their dependencies. In contrast to the default setup in the synthetic
dataset, we use the mean operation (rather than minimum as
in NSCL) to merge the module results due to its more stable
training behavior. Finally, the output module takes in the
object distribution produced by intermediate modules and
queries/verifies the specified attribute of the selected object.
For module design, a semantic embedding c is learned
for each concept (e.g., man, red, round, etc). Without loss
of generality, we illustrate the computation for select and
query modules. The architecture of the other module types
can be found in supplementary materials.
We take the module select[name](spectator) as an example. First, a small network Mname maps each object
representation vi into the concept embedding space, and
then the similarity si between the embedded object representation ei and the embedding of concept “spectator”
(cspectator ) is computed. This similarity si can be interpreted as the likelihood of each object being “spectator”.
The computation of select module can be summarized as
the following:

We hereby formally propose Calibrating Concepts and
Operations (CCO), which includes a concept calibration
module and an operation calibration module, to help neural symbolic methods improving their applicability on real
images. The overall design is illustrated in Figure 3.

  \mathbf {e}_{i} &= \mathcal {M}_{attr} (\mathbf {v}_{i}) \\ s_{i} &= \operatorname {sim} (\mathbf {e}_{i}, \mathbf {c}_{cept} ) \label {eq:sim1}\\ \mathbf {d}_{select} &= [s_{1}, s_{2}, ..., s_{N}]
(3)
where cosine similarity, i.e., dot product of normalized e
and c, is used for similarity computation.
The detailed network architecture of the representation
mapping network Mattr is shown in Figure 3. It gates the
input object representation and passes it through a MLP to
get the corresponding semantic embedding. The semantic
embedding is then added with spatial embedding to get the
final object embedding. The mapping networks M corresponding to different attributes share the same network architecture but with different weights.
We also briefly summarize the computation of query
module below, as another example:

Calibrating concepts. As diagnosed in Section 3, the magnitude of concept embedding c is informative for measuring
the similarity between the object embedding and concept
embedding. This motivates us to design an extra architectural element for explicitly capturing such information in
magnitudes. Moreover, this designed architectural element
is expected to be adaptive for different concepts, as each
distinct type of operation is dealing with varying concept
frequency distributions. For example, general concepts like
“person” are common in select module, but not in query as
the answers usually expect more specific concepts.
In light of these intuitions, we offer a simple solution—
explicitly learning different embedding magnitudes for each
module type. We expect the learned norm sizes can encode
the concept distribution, thus more frequent concepts have
larger norms sizes, leading to larger similarity values. Concretely, we calibrate concept embeddings by:
  \mathbf {c}_{concept} = w^{type}_{concept} \mathbf {c}_{concept} \label {eq:norm}

(7)

where w is different for each module type and each concept.
This is applied whenever concept embeddings are used for
similarity computation (e.g. in Equation 2). To this end, distinct types of modules share the same concept embedding
direction, but varying magnitudes, corresponding to different concept distributions.
Calibrating operations. As shown in Section 3, on real
images, it is important to enable the model to reason with
different operation importance. To this end, we propose
to customize the weight of each operation in the program.
Specifically, a bi-directional LSTM weight predictor is used
here to predict operation weights based on the whole program. For each operation pi in the program, its weight wi
is computed as following:
  \mathbf {e}_{i} &= [\mathbf {e}^{t}_{i}; \mathbf {e}^{a}_{i}; \mathbf {e}^{c}_{i}] \\ \mathbf {h}_{1}, ..., \mathbf {h}_{m} &= \operatorname {LSTM}(\mathbf {e}_{1}, ..., \mathbf {e}_{m}) \\ w_{i} &= \operatorname {sigmoid}(W \mathbf {h}_{i})
(10)
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Figure 3: Overview of our method. We first parse the image into a symbolic scene representation in the form of objects and
attributes, then parse the question into a program. In each reasoning step, a reasoning module takes in the scene representation
and the instruction from the program, and outputs a distribution over objects. The Operation Weight Predictor predicts a
weight for each reasoning module, which will be used to merge module outputs based on the program dependency. The final
distribution is fed into the output module to predict answers.
where m is the program length. The inputs e to LSTM is
the concatenation of the operation type embedding et , the
attribute embedding ea and the concept embedding ec . The
predicted operation weights are then used to merge outputs
of the operations with a weighted-sum operation:
  \mathbf {d}_{i} = \sum _{j \in \mathcal {D}(p_{i})} w_{j} \mathbf {d}_{j}

(11)

where D(pi ) is the set of dependency operations of operation pi . In this way, operations with higher weights play a
more important role in the merging step.
Summary. With the proposed CCO, neural symbolic executor now is able to capture the underlying data characteristics and reason with learnable operation importance. As
we will next show, CCO substantially boosts model performance on GQA, meanwhile largely reduces the performance gap between symbolic and non-symbolic methods.

5. Experiments
5.1. Dataset and Experiment Setup
Dataset. Our experiments are on GQA [15], which is a
dataset focusing on reasoning and compositional question
answering over real images. Building on top of Visual

Genome dataset [20], it contains more than 110K images
and 22M questions. Each image is annotated with a scene
graph cleaned from Visual Genome that contains the information of objects, attributes and relationships. Each question comes with a corresponding functional program that
specifies reasoning steps. By default, we use its balanced
version with 943k, 132k, 13k and 95k questions in train,
val, testdev and test split for training and evaluating.
Scene representation. We train a Faster RCNN with an
additional attribute head using cross entropy loss following
[4]. We train with 1313 object classes (lemmatized and with
plurals removed) and 622 attributes. The model gets 24.9
mAP for object detection and 17.1 groundtruth attribute average rank.1 The 1935-d concatenation of class and attribute
scores are used as symbolic scene representation.
Implementation details. The inner dimension of our
model is 300. The concept embedding is initialized using
GloVe embedding [28]. We train our reasoning model using
the Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.0005
and a batch size of 256. Linear learning rate is used with
2000 warm-up steps. We train the model for a total of 30
1 Attribute prediction is evaluated by the average rank of groundtruth
attribute in all the 622 attributes. We only consider the correctly detected
objects (IOU>0.5) for attribute evaluation.

epochs, with early stopping (based on accuracy on the balanced testdev split) to prevent overfitting. To avoid confounding caused by parsing errors, we use gold programs
to analyze the execution performance by default.

5.2. Execution Results
Concept

Operation

Acc.

1 (Baseline)
Normalized
Average
47.01
2
Normalized
Calibrated 51.30
Unnormalized Calibrated 54.65
3
4 (Ours)
Calibrated
Calibrated 56.13
Table 1: Accuracy comparison on the balanced GQA testdev split. Compared to the baseline, both concept calibration and operation calibration substantially improve model
performance. The best performance is achieved by calibrating both concept and operation.
We choose NSCL [26] as our baseline model. By default,
concept embeddings are normalized before similarity computation (cosine similarity) and operation results are merged
by taking the average. After appplying minimal but necessary changes to NSCL for making it runnable on GQA,
it achieves 47.01% accuracy. We then integrate the proposed concept and operation calibration strategies on top of
this baseline, while keeping other settings unchanged. As
shown in the fourth row of Table 1, CCO helps the baseline gain a substantial improvement, i.e., the accuracy is
increased from 47.01% to 56.13%. This 9.12% improvement margin in accuracy demonstrates the effectiveness of
our proposed method.
To further analyze the improvement brought by each individual component, we progressively add in our proposed
concept calibration and operation calibration into the NSCL
baseline. As shown in the second row of Table 1 where the
operation calibration is added, it outperforms the baseline
by 4.29%, demonstrating the effectiveness of operation calibration. We then remove the normalization of concept embeddings and keep the embedding magnitudes when computing similarity. As shown in the third row of Table 1,
such strategy successfully leads to an additional 3.35% improvement. This result suggests that the embedding magnitudes are informative, which is consistent with our analysis
in Section 3.1. In summary, these results support that both
concept weighting and operation weighting are useful for
improving the NSCL baseline.

5.3. Ablations
Scene representations. Regarding scene representations,
besides using symbolic representations, we also test model
performance with other alternatives. To validate the correctness of our model design, we feed the operation modules
with gold scene representation. Our CCO achieves 89.61%

accuracy, which is similar to human performance (89.30%).
This high upper bound indicates that model performance
can be further improved by better visual perception.
We also examine the model performance by using visual
features (Faster-RCNN feature after mean-pooling) as scene
representation. Our CCO achieves 53.00% accuracy, where
the 3.13% performance gap (i.e., 53.00% vs. 56.13%) shows
the advantage of the abstract symbolic scene representation
over the dense visual features.
Program parsing. In all previous experiments, we apply
gold program for facilitating performance analysis. While
in this part, we now examine the model performance in
the wild, i.e., gold program is no longer available. In order to parse the question into functional program, we apply
MISO, a popular sequence-to-graph parser used for parsing
in a number of graph-based formalisms [44, 45, 31]. Different from simple sequence-to-sequence parser as in [18] that
can only handle program with one argument, or the twostage parser as in [9] that handles multiple arguments by
hard constraints, MISO can automatically handle multiple
arguments by treating the program as a graph. The inputs to
the MISO parser are word embedding sequences and output
is a pre-order traversal of a program trees.
We present the parsing results in Table 2. We use exact
match score, which is calculated by the percentage of predicted programs that exactly match the gold program, for
measuring the quality of the predicted program. Our parser
outperforms the parser in MMN [9] by a large margin of
6.05% in terms of exact match score. Nonetheless, interestingly, we find final model accuracy is less impacted by
the quality of program—by executing either ours or MMN’s
predicted program, the difference in the final model accuracy is only 0.1%. This seemly “frustrating” result may suggest the performance of other components in current neural
symbolic methods are severely lagged behind therefore are
not able to cope with the advances brought by our strong
parser.
Model
Exact match Acc.
MMN [9]
85.13
54.01
Ours
91.18
54.11
Table 2: Parsing performance on testdev balanced, measured by exact match score and execution accuracy.
Comparing to the state-of-the-arts. To fairly compare
different methods on GQA, we follow the training setups in
[3, 9] where we first train the model on unbalanced training
split then finetuned on balanced training split. Gold programs are used for training while parser predicted programs
are used for evaluation. Performance is reported using the
official evaluation metrics, including overall accuracy, accuracy on binary questions, accuracy on open questions, consistency, plausibility, validity and distribution.

Method

Acc

Binary

Open

Consistency

Plausibility

Validity

Distribution

LXMERT [32] 60.33
77.16
45.47
89.59
84.53
96.35
5.49
NSM [16]
63.17
78.94
49.25
93.25
84.28
96.41
3.71
MMN [9]
60.83
78.90
44.89
92.49
84.55
96.19
5.54
∇-FOL [3]
54.76
71.99
41.22
84.48
Symbolic
CCO (ours)
56.38
74.83
40.09
91.71
83.76
95.43
6.32
Table 3: Comparison with state-of-the-art symbolic and non-symbolic methods on the official testing split.
We consider three non-symbolic methods (i.e.,
LXMERT [32], NSM [16], MMN [9]) and one symbolic
method (i.e., ∇-FOL [3]) for performance comparison. In
short, LXMERT is a representative multi-modal pretraining method; NSM is a graph-based model that achieves
state-of-the-art performance on GQA; MMN is a modular
method but is still based on dense features manipulation;
∇-FOL2 is a symbolic method based on first order logic
and contextual calibration. We summarize the model
performance on the held-out test split in Table 3.
Compared to the previous state-of-the-art symbolic
method ∇-FOL, our proposed CCO surpasses it by 1.58%
in terms of accuracy. Moreover, as shown in Table 3, we
note the performance gain over ∇-FOL is mainly on the binary questions (+2.84) and on predicting consistent answers
for different questions (+7.2%).
We next compare with the state-of-the-art non-symbolic
methods. Though our model still has lower accuracy than
these non-symbolic methods, we note their performance on
consistency, plausibility and validity is on a par with each
other. We conjecture this is due to the symbolic nature of
our model, i.e., the proposed CCO execute strictly according to the program, thus answers are plausible and valid, and
questions with same underlying program get consistent answer. These results suggest that the proposed CCO largely
reduces the performance gap between symbolic and nonsymbolic methods on the real-world GQA dataset.

6. Analysis
6.1. Learned Embedding Magnitudes
To verify our motivation that the learned concept embedding magnitudes are informative for representing the unbalanced concept distribution in real dataset, we visualize
the correlation between concept counts and their magnitude
after calibration (in query module), i.e., ∥cconcept ∥2 after
calibration in Equation 7. In the plot, X-axis is the count
of concepts in query module (taking log), and Y-axis is the
learned magnitude of concept embeddings.
As verified in Figure 4, more frequent concepts consistently learn larger magnitudes, while less frequent concepts
generally have smaller magnitudes. With larger magni2 ∇-FOL

does not report full result on the official test split, therefore
results on balanced testdev split is shown for comparison.

Embedding Magnitude

Non-Symbolic

Concept Frequency (log)

Figure 4: A positive correlation between learned embedding
magnitude and concept frequency confirms our motivating
intuition: more frequent concepts have larger magnitudes.
tudes, the frequent concepts will produce values with higher
confidence when computing similarity in the output of each
module. Another interesting observation is that the magnitudes for few-shot concepts are not very consistent (i.e.,
have larger variance), which is possibly caused by the insufficient number of training examples.

6.2. Perturbed Test Set
We create a perturbed testing data splits for the following purposes: a) we want to validate that proposed operation
weighting strategy predicts larger weights for more important operations and smaller weights for unimportant ones;
b) we need a test set for better studying the question overspecification in GQA dataset; and c) we aim to benchmark
behavior of symbolic and non-symbolic methods in terms
of how much information in the over-specified operations
can be effectively utilized.
Specifically, this perturbed test set is created using the
operation weights predicted by the learned LSTM operation weight predictor. We perturb the functional programs
in balanced testdev splits by progressively removing the removable operations with smaller predicted weights3 . Note
that removable operations here refer to the intermediate operations that can be removed without syntactically breaking
the programs, i.e., f ilter, relate and their dependent operations. Then, we train a simple sequence-to-sequence gen3 We set the weight thresholds to be −∞, −2, −1, −0.5, 0, +∞;
resulting in removing 0%, 14%,31%,70%, 90%, 100% of removable operations, respectively

threshold

All

Easy

Hard

−∞(orig) 56.13 78.03 37.42
-2
-0.14
0.4
-2
-0.34
0.13
-2.17
-1
0.5
-1.09 -0.51 -3.04
0
-1.71 -0.93 -3.86
+∞
-2.59 -1.88 -4.72
Table 4: Model accuracy on perturbed easy/hard splits.
Figure 5: Accuracy drop of different models when the testing questions are progressively perturbed by removing reasoning operations with low weights.
erator to recover questions from the perturbed programs.
The results are shown in Figure 5. We test five methods, including non-symbolic method LXMERT [32], symbolic method ∇-FOL [3], its variant ∇-FOL-NC which is
a pure reasoner based on first order logic, our model, and
ours without operation calibrating.4 Our observations can
be summarized as the following:
Validity of operation weights. All curves exhibit a sharper
decrease at the end when more operations with higher
weights are removed. In other words, the removal of operations with larger predicted weights will result in bigger
negative influence on model accuracy. This validates the
predicted weights correctly represent operation importance.
Question over-specification. From the curves, we note
while 59.0% questions in the balanced testdev split contain removable operations and are perturbed, less then 3.0%
questions are incorrectly answered after removing those
modules. This phenomenon suggests that for most questions in GQA dataset, the f ilter and relate operations are
not necessary for figuring out the answer, i.e., removing all
the intermediate attributes and relationships from questions
does not change the answer for most of the questions.
Effectiveness of operation weighting. Interestingly, the
performance of the pure logic reasoner ∇-FOL-NC and our
model without operation weighting sees a slight increase
when removing a small amount of operations. This phenomenon indicates that those operations are hard for models to learn thus can even derail the model predictions. This
verifies our motivation for designing operation calibration
as it helps the learning of f ilter and relate modules.
Comparison of symbolic and non-symbolic methods.
Compared to symbolic methods, non-symbolic methods
have larger accuracy drops, therefore indicating they can
more effectively utilize the information in adjectives and
relationships. Moreover, methods with higher performance
4 Original accuracy of the five models (LXMERT, ∇-FOL, ∇-FOL-NC,
ours, and ours w/o OC) are 58.13, 54.02, 51.86, 56.13, 55.49, respectively.

tend to have larger decrease when questions are perturbed.
This suggests enhancing the model’s ability to understand
filtering adjectives and relationships is crucial for improving symbolic methods on real images.

6.3. Hard and Easy Subset
We additionally perturb the visual-hard and the visualeasy testing splits [3] and evaluate our CCO model on them.
Specifically, the easy split contains questions that visually
easy thus can be answered correctly by their differentiable
first-order logic formula, while the hard split are harder in
perception. In other words, the easy split contains questions that can be answered by a perception system alone,
while the hard split contains images requiring more reasoning. With perturbed versions, we can investigate to what
degree low-weight operations are implicated in multi-step
reasoning for visually hard questions.
We summarize the model performance in Table 4. With
more operations get removed, the accuracy drop on perturbed hard split is much larger than the easy split. This
indicates that the visually hard questions force the model to
better utilize every piece information in the question, while
easy questions contain more redundant operations that are
not necessarily needed.

7. Conclusion
To improve symbolic reasoning for VQA on real images,
we propose to calibrate concepts and operations (CCO),
which helps models handle the unbalanced concept distribution and unequal importance of reasoning operations. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, where CCO outperforms several baselines
by a large margin and reduces the performance gap between
symbolic and non-symbolic methods. Additionally, we propose a perturbed test set for better understanding and analyzing model performance on real images. We hope this
dataset can help researchers to further study the potential of
symbolic reasoning on real images in the future.
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A. Execution Examples
Q: Are there either white cabinets or beds?
A: No
0 towel
2 cabinet
1 floor

[1] select[](cabinet): [−8.3, −7.1, 1.5]
[2] filter[1](white): [−9.9, −0.7, −8.1]
[3] merge[1,2](): 1.1*[1]+1.1*[2] = [−19.0, −7.9,−7.4]
[4] exist[3](): max([3]) = -7.4
[5] select[](bed): [−4.0, −2.8, −3.8]
[6] exist[5](): max([5]) = -2.8
[7] union[4,6](): max([4],[6]) = -2.8
No

Q: Does the cake which is to the right of the girl
look brown and round?
A: Yes

2 girl
3 drawer

0 cake
1 candle

[1] select[](girl): [-8.5, −7.8,−10.9, 2.4]
[2] relate_s[1](to the right of): [1.3, 1.3,−8.8, 2.1]
[3] select[](cake): [4.9, −2.3,−5.6, −11.2]
[4] merge[2,3]: 1.1*[2]+0.4*[3] = [5.4, -1.8, −9.1, −9.8]
[5] verify[4](brown): 2.8
[6] verify[4](round): 0.4
[7] intersect[5,6](): min([5],[6]) = 0.4
Yes

Figure 6: Examples of the execution process. Best view in color.
In Figure 6, two examples are shown to help better understand the reasoning process. For simplification, in each example,
only a few representative object region proposal boxes are shown. The output of each execution step (shown in different colors
corresponding to the image region colors) are the scores representing each region box being selected or not. By looking at
the intermediate outputs, we can see how each execution step changes the selection scores. For example, in example (a),
the select(cabinet) step produces positive scores for the cabinet object region and negative scores for the others, but after
f ilter(white) and the merge step, all scores become negative, which indicates that there is not white cabinet in this image.
At last, the output modules does logistic operation on top of the final selection scores to produce answers. For example, exist
checks whether there is a positive score to find if there is some objects being selected.

B. Module Details
While Section 4.2 shows computations for select and query modules, here in Table 5, we show details of all modules,
including their inputs, output, arguments, description and computation. In the inputs and output, bold symbols (e.g., d, a)
represent vectors while plain symbols (e.g., a) represent scalar scores. 5

5 In training, cross entropy loss is used for open questions (where the output module produces a vector a), while binary cross entropy loss is used for
binary questions (where the output module produces a scalar score a.
6 We assign each relationship into one of the three predefined relationship types (rtype), which are spatial (e.g., to the left of, on top of, etc.),
semantic (e.g., wearing, holding, etc.) and spatial+semantic (e.g., sitting on, looking at, etc.).
7 Here C(attr) represents the set of concepts of the given attribute attr.
8 Here C(rtype) represents the set of relationships of the given relationship type rtype.

Table 5: List of all modules. Inputs, output, arguments, description and computation details are shown for each module.
Module

Inputs

Output

Arguments

Description

Computation
Intermediate Modules

select

-

dout

concept, attr

find object named concept

filter

din

dout

concept, attr

from the input din , find object whose attribute attr is concept

relate o

in
din
1 , d2

dout

rel, rtype 6

in
find the object of rel to din
2 from d1

relate s

in
din
1 , d2

dout

rel, rtype

in
find the object of rel to din
2 from d1

relate ae

in
din
1 , d2

dout

attr

in
find the object from din
1 that has the same attr with d2

ei = Mattr (vi ),
dout
= sim(ei , cconcept )
i
ei = Mattr (vi ),
dres
= sim(ei , cconcept ),
i
dout = Merge(din , dres )
eij = Mrrtype (vi , vj ),
maskij = sim(eij , crel ),
PN
dres
= j=1 din
i
2j maskij ,
res
dout = Merge(din
)
1 ,d
eij = Mrrtype (vj , vi ),
maskij = sim(eij , crel ),
PN
= j=1 din
dres
2j maskij ,
i
out
res
d = Merge(din
)
1 ,d
ei = Mattr (vi ),
maskij = sim(ei , ej ),
PN
dres
= j=1 din
i
2j maskij ,
out
res
d = Merge(din
)
1 ,d

Output Modules

query

din

a

attr

query the attribute attr of the given input din

query rel s

in
din
1 , d2

a

rtype

in
query the relationship between din
1 (subject) and d2 (object)

query rel o

in
din
1 , d2

a

rtype

in
query the relationship between din
1 (object) and d2 (subject)

verify

din

a

concept, attr

verify whether the attribute attr of given input din is concept

choose

in
din
1 , d2

a

concept, attr

in
choose whether din
1 or d2 is of concept in specified attribute attr

verify rel s

in
din
1 , d2

a

rel, rtype

in
verify whether din
1 (subject) and d2 (object) are of relationship rel

verify rel o

in
din
1 , d2

a

rel, rtype

in
verify whether din
1 (object) and d2 (subject) are of relationship rel

same

din

a

attr

whether objects in din have the same attr

query ae

in
din
1 , d2

a

attr

in
whether din
1 and d2 have the same attr

common

in
din
1 , d2

a

-

in
what attribute do din
1 and d2 share

exist
intersect
union

din
in
ain
1 , a2
in
ain
,
a
1
2

a
a
a

-

whether object din exists
in
whether both ain
1 AND a2 are true
in
whether ain
OR
a
is
true
1
2

ei = Mattr (vi ),
e = din · [e1 , e2 , ..., eN ],
aconcept = sim(e, cconcept ),
concept ∈ C(attr) 7
eij = Mrrtype (vi , vj ),
PN PN
in
e = i=1 j=1 din
1i eij d2j ,
arel = sim(e, crel ),
rel ∈ C(rtype) 8
in
a = query rel s[rtype](din
2 , d1 )
ei = Mattr (vi ),
e = din · [e1 , e2 , ..., eN ],
a = sim(e, cconcept )
a1 = verify[attr, concept](din
1 ),
a2 = verify[attr, concept](din
2 )
eij = Mrrtype (vi , vj ),
PN PN
in
e = i=1 j=1 din
1i eij d2j ,
a = sim(e, crel )
in
a = verify rel s[rtype](din
2 , d1 )
ei = Mattr (vi ),
PN
e = N1 i=1 ei ,
PN
a = i=1 din
i sim(ei , e)
ei = Mattr (vi ),
P
N
e1 = i=1 din
1i ei ,
PN
e2 = i=1 din
2i ei ,
a = sim(e1 , e2 )
For all possible attrs:
in
aattr = query ae[attr](din
1 , d2 )
a = max(din )
in
a = min(ain
1 , a2 )
in
a = max(ain
,
a
1
2 )

